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HASTH REKHA VIGYAN
The Buddha and His Dhamma was B.R. Ambedkar's last work. Published
posthumously, it presented a radical reorientation of Buddhist thought and
literature, aptly called navayana. It deals with Ambedkar's conceptualization of
Buddhism and the possibilities it offered for liberation and upliftment of the Dalits.
It presents his reflections on the life of the Buddha, his teachings, and the spread
of Buddhism by interweaving anecdotes with detailed analyses of the religion's
basic tenets. The author also includes important elements of the Buddhist canon
and tradition to make the teachings more accessible. In the first critical and
annotated edition of this work, the editors address the on-going debate on
Ambedkar's interpretation of the Buddha's dhamma by focusing on the accuracy of
his citations and providing missing sources. They also discuss Ambedkar's
modification of source materials. The introduction contextualizes the scholarly
work related to the text.

When Were You Born?
In Focus Numerology
First a little background about the book. The moment this book came out in the
market, it became instant bestseller. In fact, there is nothing to be surprised about
it, as the very name of Narayan Dutt Shrimali suggests mastery over the subject,
and any book on palmistry or astrology written by him deserves such reception by
readers. According to palmistry our destiny is imprinted on our palms. The thinnest
line on the palm has its own significance - even a single thread-line is important.
Given the vast scope of the subject, this authoritative book on palmistry contains
all aspects of this ancient art with clear illustrations and completes information in
simple language. The author has given the gist of Indian as well as western views
on palmistry and has maintained the fundamental differences and causes thereof.
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This practical self-learning compendium illustrates more than 240 palmistry
combinations (Yog) which have been thoroughly explained. Not only the common
readers but also experts of astrology and palmistry will also be greatly benefited
by this book.

Hindi Manual
Classical work on Hindu astrology.

How to Judge a Horoscope
Teach Yourself Bengali Complete Course (Book Only)
Light on Life brings the insight and wisdom of Indian astrology to the Western
reader. Jyotish, or Indian astrology, is an ancient and complex method of exploring
the nature of time and space and its effect upon the individual. Formerly a closed
book to the West, the subject has now been clarified and explained by Hart de
Fouw and Dr. Robert Svoboda, two experts and long-term practitioners. In Light on
Life they have created a complete and thorough handbook that can be appreciated
and understood by those with very little knowledge of astrology.

The Benham Book Of Palmistry
When it was originally published (as The Laws of Scientific Hand Reading), Benham
s book immediately transformed the image of palm reading from a huckster s trick
to a practice with a firm scientific basis. It quickly became an essential reference
work for anyone serious about palm reading. The Essential Work shows and
explains all facets of palmistry thoroughly in language anyone can understand.The
Essential Work brings Benham s original text back in print. It also updates many of
the graphics, (more than 400 illustrations and photographs), which have become
obscured through numerous printings. Benham s words remain as viable today as
they were 100 years ago, as they form the foundation of modern palmistry.

Palmistry For All
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain
in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work
has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the
original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

Lal Kitab
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BHRIGU SANGHITA
The Gita-Govinda of Jayadeva
Hasthrekha shastra pracheen hrishi-muniyo dwara vishwa ko diya gaya uphar hai.
Hasthrekha ka sambandh bhartiye samudrik shastra, hastha samudrik shastra
tatha falit-jyotish se hai. Prastut pustak ka pradayan khyatilabdh vidwan
hasthshastri shri surendra nath saxena dwara kiya gaya hai. iss pustak mein
hasthrekha ki baarikiyon par prakash daala gaya hai. pustak sakaratmak evam
sahayak hogi. prastut pustak mein griho ke haanikarak prabhavo ko dur karne ke
uppayo ka vistrit vivechan kiya gaya hai. bhavishya ki jaankari se durghatnaon
evam appatiyon se bachav ke tariko evam savdhaniyon ke vishey mein upaaye
bataaye gaye hain. pustak padhne ke baad pathak apni khubiyon ke saath-saath
apni kamiyon ko jaan paayega. isse usse apni khubiyon ko nikharne tatha kamiyon
ko dur karne mein atyadhik sahayta prapt hogi.

The Brihat Jataka
Professor Pollack takes us on a fantastic voyage through water, showing us a
hidden universe teeming with physical activity that provides answers so simple
that any curious person can understand. In conversational prose, Pollack lays a
simple foundation for understanding how changes in water's structure underlie
most energetic transitions of form and motion on earth.

Learn Bengali Yourself
A Dictionary, Hindūstānī and English, and English and
Hindūstānī
Teach Yourself makes learning Bengali easy The languages spoken by the people
in the India and Pakistan region are plentiful and diverse, just like their speakers.
Here Teach Yourself gives you the opportunity to learn one of these major
southeastern Asian languages. Teach Yourself Bengali Complete Course allows you
to study in the comfort of your own home, at your own pace. It introduces you to
practical themes, such as making travel arrangements, meeting someone new,
shopping, and other every day activities.

Brihat Parasara Hora Sastra Of Maharshi Parasara
In Focus Astrology provides all you need to know about the characteristics and
workings of the zodiac signs, along with instructions on how to create your own
astrology chart. Included inside the back cover is a beautifully illustrated 18 ×
24–inch wall chart detailing the main characteristics of each astrological sign. Who
is your perfect mate? A Capricorn, Libra, or Virgo? Why are you not getting along
with your coworker, who is a Gemini? Why are you constantly making the same
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mistakes? In Focus Astrology will give you a deeper understanding of your own
nature, as well as those closest to you—and, perhaps, those you should keep at
arm's length. This artfully designed guide covers the full breadth of astrology
topics, including: The signs of the zodiac The sun and moon signs The astrological
houses The planets The aspects Predictive techniques How astrology relates to
your body and health The In Focus series applies a modern approach to teaching
the classic body, mind, and spirit subjects. Authored by experts in their respective
fields, these beginner's guides feature smartly designed visual material that clearly
illustrates key topics within each subject. As a bonus, each book includes reference
cards or a poster, held in an envelope inside the back cover, that give you a quick,
go-to guide containing the most important information on the subject. Also
available in the In Focus series: In Focus Crystals, In Focus Meditation, In Focus
Palmistry, In Focus Tarot, In Focus Essential Oils & Aromatherapy, In Focus Chakra
Healing, In Focus Reiki, In Focus Numerology, In Focus Reflexology, In Focus Auras,
In Focus Sacred Geometry, and In Focus Shamanism.

Practical Palmistry
A New English-Hindustani Dictionary
Light on Life: An Introduction to the Astrology of India
He was the Jeane Dixon of the early 20th century, psychic advisor to world-famous
names in politics, entertainment, and royalty. But he lied about his own name,
calling himself-when not answering to "Cheiro"-"Count Louis Hamon" though he
was of rather more humble origin. So it's your call: Can trust him to accurately
assess your character based solely on the month of your birth? In this book, first
published in 1912, he "reveals": . which birth month is known for producing people
who are "excellent in diplomacy," who "dazzle their listeners by their wit and
brilliancy" . which month sees the arrival of those "inclined to become wrapped up
in themselves and their own ideas" . when "very lonely" people are born . which
month produces "good literary critics" . and more. Irish occultist Cheiro-aka
WILLIAM JOHN WARNER (1866-1936)-wrote a number of books, including Palmistry
for All and Cheiro's Guide to the Hand. Among his famous followers were Mark
Twain and Oscar Wilde.

Modern Palmistry
The Lal Kitab, a rare book in urdu, was popular in north-west India, Pakistan, Iran
and many other countries. This English version has added new dimensions to make
it more lucid and easier to understand.

Ānanda Rāmāyaṇa: Sāra-kāṇḍa, Yātra-kāṇḍa, Yāga-kāṇḍa,
Vilāsa-kāṇḍa, Janma-kāṇḍa, Vivāha-kāṇḍa
Secrets of the Millionaire Mind
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Cheiro‘s Book of Astrology
Everyone knows that "the face can wear a mask," that a person may be a good
actor and put on a certain expression that may deceive even the best judgment.
But hands cannot change as the result of a mere effort to please; the character
they express is the real nature of the individual—the true character that has been
formed by heredity or that has grown up with the person by long years of habit.
The characteristics alluded to below are those which may be easily observed and
which are aids to a rapid judgment of character and which I have never before
been able to give to the public in such a concise way. The more elaborate details
concerning the ultimate success of the person one is talking to, their more intimate
character and their future development will be found in their proper place, in this
book.

Vaishali Ki Nagarvadhu
Palmistry is an integral part of Jyotish practice (astrology) that helps to determine
an individual's physical, mental and karmic potential. A full explanation of how to
read a palm from the point of view of Vedic wisdom is provided, with tips on how to
identify and time those areas impacting on wealth, health and longevity. This book
teaches you to analyse the possible implications of life-events as seen from the
lines (Rekha) on the palm. This book also offers a number of methods to placate
astrological influences via the use of yantra, mantra and gemstones, for example,
explaining which gemstones to wear and on which finger. This guide is a thorough
introduction to the practice of Vedic palmistry for students and practitioners of the
Vedic tradition and those with a general interest in the occult sciences of India, but
also for anyone interested in what the hand can tell them about their life potential
and circumstances.

The Fourth Phase of Water
Secrets of the Millionaire Mind reveals the missing link between wanting success
and achieving it! Have you ever wondered why some people seem to get rich
easily, while others are destined for a life of financial struggle? Is the difference
found in their education, intelligence, skills, timing, work habits, contacts, luck, or
their choice of jobs, businesses, or investments? The shocking answer is: None of
the above! In his groundbreaking Secrets of the Millionaire Mind, T. Harv Eker
states: "Give me five minutes, and I can predict your financial future for the rest of
your life!" Eker does this by identifying your "money and success blueprint." We all
have a personal money blueprint ingrained in our subconscious minds, and it is this
blueprint, more than anything, that will determine our financial lives. You can know
everything about marketing, sales, negotiations, stocks, real estate, and the world
of finance, but if your money blueprint is not set for a high level of success, you will
never have a lot of money—and if somehow you do, you will most likely lose it! The
good news is that now you can actually reset your money blueprint to create
natural and automatic success. Secrets of the Millionaire Mind is two books in one.
Part I explains how your money blueprint works. Through Eker's rare combination
of street smarts, humor, and heart, you will learn how your childhood influences
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have shaped your financial destiny. You will also learn how to identify your own
money blueprint and "revise" it to not only create success but, more important, to
keep and continually grow it. In Part II you will be introduced to seventeen "Wealth
Files," which describe exactly how rich people think and act differently than most
poor and middle-class people. Each Wealth File includes action steps for you to
practice in the real world in order to dramatically increase your income and
accumulate wealth. If you are not doing as well financially as you would like, you
will have to change your money blueprint. Unfortunately your current money
blueprint will tend to stay with you for the rest of your life, unless you identify and
revise it, and that's exactly what you will do with the help of this extraordinary
book. According to T. Harv Eker, it's simple. If you think like rich people think and
do what rich people do, chances are you'll get rich too!

In Focus Astrology
Originally published in 1914. A detailed study of the science of palmistry.
Extensively illustrated with explanatory diagrams, forming a complete how-to
guide. Contents Include: The Hand - The Mounts - The Line of Life - The Line of
Heart - The Line of Head - The Line of Fate - The Lines of Fortune and of Fame - The
Line of Health - Other Lines and Marks - The Mount of Venus - Illustrated Hands

The Astrology of Seers
Vedic texts in the famous ancient sage infinite wisdom and learning to cook from
Bhrigu Oh - Preot is immortal treatise. Hrgu Code. Has created thousands of years
ago astrology This unprecedented texts still retains its relevance and August, the
aura of the man in the long run will only get the benefit. Three cases containing
texts from the first episode of code Bhrigu early and have been necessary
information. Algnoan second episode of the coils is Afladesh. Planetary conjunction
high, vile, original, triangle, friends and Ashtrurashisth Afladesh related to topics
such as planetary Mahada describe the third case have been. Thus it is highly
useful for the general reader texts Had become. Astrology unknown and less
educated - who also wrote this enough to be able to benefit.

Pather Panchali
Prastut pustak 'Lal Kitab' ko ek vishishth granth ke roop mein prastut kiya gaya
hai. Ismein jyotish evam hasthrekha shastra ka mishran hai. Inn dono kalaaon ka
nichodh ismein diya gaya hai. Ismein-1. Griho ke bure prabhav. 2. nakshatron ke
bure prbhav. 3. maanglik dosh. 4. kaalsarp dosh tatha kundli dosh, ko dur karne ke
upaaye vistaar mein samjhaaye gaye hain. Aise anek dosh jo manushya ki janam
kundli mein paaye jaate hain jiske kaaran manushya ki pragati mein badhayein
aati hain, durghatnayen hoti hain, aadi se bachne ke upaaye sujhaye gaye hain.
Yeh ek atyant pathneeye pustak hai.

Studies in Jaimini Astrology
How to Judge a Horoscope is a departure from the conventional method of
treatment of astrology. It is a study in the use of Horoscope in every man`s daily
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life. The work in two volumes is divided in twelve houses, containing six each in
consecutive order. The twelve houses have reference to the material relation of
soul (jeeva) in its journey from the cradle to the grave. The study of illustrations
(charts) makes every point even the omitted rudimentary principles and rules very
clear and graspable. Vol. I deals with houses I to VI. First House deals with the
beginning of life, childhood, health, physical body and character. Second House
represents family, face, right eye, food, manners and source of death. Third House
rules brothers and sisters, intelligence and other immediate relations. Fourth
House indicates peace of mind, home life, land and ancestral properties,
education, neck and shoulders. Fifth House indicate children, intelligence,
emotions and fame. Sixth House rules over debts, enemies, miseries, sorrows,
illness and disappointments.

The Art of Matching Charts
The Graven Palm - A Manual of the Science of Palmistry
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part
of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from
the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of
these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world),
and other notations in the work.This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work.As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this
work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc.
Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

Lal Kitab
Anonymous Sanskrit poem on Rāma (Hindu deity).

Politics of People's War and Human Rights in Nepal
The Legends of the Panjâb
This Tarot guide takes hand reading from the basics to the higher reaches of the
craft covering aspects including love, money, children, family life, health, travels,
spiritual purpose and karmic destiny. It aims to help the reader understand the
character of any person and assess the future.

A Manual of Hindu Astrology
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Matching of charts for marriage is a very important area of astrology. Matching
becomes indispensable if we realise that there are more factors than meet the eye
that go to make a marriage not only happy but also lasting. This volume on the
important subject of horoscope matching is meant to give a correct idea of the
complex process involved in it. It is a complete and comprehensive guide to the
intricate art of matching charts. Nowhere in the world except, perhaps, in India
have marriages survived lifelong for generations. This is solely because marriages
are made on astrological factors. For the first time ever, this book tells you what
actually constitutes matching of charts and how to go about it. It shows you how to
overcome the situation when charts show marriage breakdown due to: premuture
death, severe incompatibility, mental and psychological aberrations, loss of
spouse, infidelity. It contains practical examples from the author`s case studies on:
good matching, poor matching, dosharidden matching, dosha-free matching. This
book is a compilation of author`s editorials that have appeared earlier in The
Astrological Magazine. The illustrations and the questions and answers are
additional and aimed at clearing some common doubts usually encountered while
matching charts will help in removing many misconceptions on the subject
amongst the laymen and in educating the students on the complex art of
matching.

Zero Oil Cook Book
This book endeavours to show in a clear and simple manner the useful and
practical truth that underlies the so-called occult study of reading character and
disposition by the “period of birth”, and the meaning of the number of each day
and the influence of such things on human life. It will, I hope, be seen in reading
these pages how perfect is the mechanism of the Universe, by which certain
characteristics, and even details as to health, may be traced by a study of such
things. In the present book I have drawn largely from my own experiences in this
study of character, and I may safely state that there is not a rule I have given
concerning character tendencies or health, which has not been thoroughly verified
by me in my own work, which has extended in a professional way over a period of
more than forty years.

Vedic Palmistry
All numbers have an intrinsic energy, from the date of your birth to the number of
your home. With In Focus Numerology, author Sasha Fenton gives the information
you need to understand the significance of numbers in your life, including how to
use them to forecast outcomes and take advantage of opportunities. Beautiful
illustrations and a framable poster combined with expert information make this
your go-to numerology guide. Topics covered include: History of numerology
Predictive numerology A daily oracle that combines the planets and numbers to
give an accurate daily reading An hourly oracle that is based on hours, days, and
planets The Mystic Pyramid The Oracle of Napoleon Get your life in order and
predict what may be awaiting you. The In Focus series applies a modern approach
to teaching the classic body, mind, and spirit subjects, using expert authors in their
respective fields and featuring relevant visual material to smartly and purposely
illustrate key topics within each subject. As a bonus, illustrated cards or posters are
also included.
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Dictionary
Palmistry for All
An occult classic by Cheiro. In this book, Cheiro discuss his celebrated technique of
palm readings.

Copycat Marketing 101
The Buddha and His Dhamma
Contents
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